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LESSON THREE: Action, Conflict, and Cars Over Cliffs (Oh My!) 
 
Welcome to lesson three where we’re going to stop talking about word choice (for now) and start 
talking about things that go bump, boom, and bang (and more) in the night. Or the day. Or wherever 
they appear in your action-adventure story. We’re going to look at the things that create excitement in 
your story, things that (we hope) make the reader gasp and go, “Holy Guacamole!” (ka-ching, Sherrilyn 
Kenyon…) 
 
But in order to do that, we first have to understand conflict.  
 
Now, I teach an entire course on conflict. Conflict is one of the workshops I’ve taught the longest, other 
than private investigation methodology. Some of you may have taken a conflict course from me 
(Character Torture 101) or attended one of my workshops at an RWA or RT convention. If so, then you’ll 
handle this section brilliantly.  
 
If not, understand that it usually takes me four weeks to teach conflict. Which means I’m only going to 
give you a basic overview here. If conflict is an area in which you’re weak, then please continue studying 
it outside of this class (Deb Dixon’s GMC: GOAL, MOTIVATION, AND CONFLICT book is a terrific place to 
start). 
 
KEY POINT: Understanding conflict is critical to any commercial genre fiction endeavor, but even more 
so when writing action-adventure. 
 
What is conflict in commercial genre fiction? Dixon calls it ‘two dogs and one bone.’ Noted SF author 
Jacqueline Lichtenberg states that conflict is “An urgent and undeniable I/WE MUST prevented from 
materializing by an equally formidable YOU CAN'T.” I prefer to use Lichtenberg’s definition because of 
the “undeniable” factor and the “equally formidable” factor. Two dogs can be a Chihuahua and a Great 
Dane. (My money is on the Chihuahua.) Two dogs could also be distracted by a squirrel skittering by. 
With Lichtenberg’s definition, there is no option and there is no out and there are no squirrels. 
 
With Lichtenberg’s definition, the outcome MATTERS GREATLY to those involved. Anything that is an 
“undeniable I must” matters greatly. It is undeniable that I must have air to breathe. I prefer air that is 
scented with orange blossoms (you all should be in my yard when the orange trees are in bloom!) or I 
prefer air that does not smell like I forgot to scoop the kitty litter pan. But orange scent or poopy scent 
are NOT undeniable. They’re options.  
 
Air itself is not an option. I—my body—cares greatly about breathable air. Should someone try to deny 
me breathable air, I could likely get quite cantankerous. As in, I might try to kill you. Because, you see, I 
take air—and breathing—very personally. 
 
What that leads up to is the rule-of-thumb (WHY are there no rules of pinkies?) that in order for conflict 
to work, it must be personal. It must MATTER GREATLY to the character(s) for a personal reason. It 
can’t be an option or an also-ran or an ittle-do. (Those of you who’ve read MY Hope’s Folly know about 
ittle-dos.)  
 
Writers create weak conflict or fail in creating good conflict when they set up what they believe to be 
conflict but in fact it’s complication and/or impersonal conflict. It fails to pass the smell test of “An 
urgent and undeniable I/WE MUST prevented from materializing by an equally formidable YOU CAN'T.” 
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Our hero is driving down the road in his new Porsche and gets a flat tire—> is complication. 
Our hero is driving down the road in his new Porsche and gets a flat tire because the bad guy who wants 
to kill our hero purposely slit the tire—> is conflict. 
 
Real conflict is not happenstance or bad luck. Real conflict is something planned and executed by the 
Equally Formidable YOU CAN’T. 
 
Do you all get that? If not, ask. 
 
Action too must be written with an eye to this rule-of-pinky, if the action is going to dove-tail into and 
further the conflict.  
 
Side note: I’m not saying conflict is BETTER than complication. I’m saying know which one you’re using, 
and don’t confuse one with the other. Don’t use a spoon when you need a knife. 
 
Readers buy action-adventure books in order to see/feel/experience the protagonist in some kind of 
physical confrontation with the antagonist. Or else it would all be letters to the editor from X to Y and 
from Y to X. You can certainly have a lot of animosity expressed and experienced in letters to the editor. 
But not a hell of a lot of action.  
 
KEY POINT: The action that will stick in the reader’s mind (and heart) the most, the action that will 
move the plot along (the best), is that action that is directly involved with—or the result of—the 
antagonist and protagonist working in opposition.  
 
The rainstorm that delays the prince’s arrival at the castle is not as (reader-impact) powerful as the 
ambush that delays the prince’s arrival, because the rainstorm would have happened, prince or not. But 
the ambush was set for the prince, is specific to the prince, and is populated by people who want to stop 
the prince.  It doesn’t matter to the rainstorm if the prince continues on. It matters to the ambushers 
(who are either antagonists or minions of the antagonist) if the prince continues on. 
 
Does that mean your story can have no rainstorms, no rock slides, no flat tires? Of course not. If you’ve 
seen the first Indiana Jones movie, you’ll remember an early action-conflict scene where he’s chased 
down a cave tunnel by a rapidly rolling boulder. Now the boulder was a theft-prevention device set into 
place by people who 1) didn’t know Indy personally and 2) were likely long-dead. Is it action? Yep. Is it 
great action? Yep. Is it personal action which enhances the story’s central conflict? Nope. 
 
The boulder will roll over anyone. You, me, Indy, Steven Spielberg. It’s impersonal. 
 
Now take the scene in the movie where Indy’s love interest was kidnapped by the bad guy and Indy has 
to rescue her. Is THAT personal conflict? You bet your bippy it is. The bad guy didn’t kidnap just any 
female. He kidnapped a woman who had Indy’s heart (and eventually, according to the last movie, his 
son). The bad guy cared. Indy cared. It was all very personal. 
 
Now further notice where these two scenes took place. The first—the less personal—took place near 
the opening of the story. The second more at mid-point. This should teach you something about 
structuring your impersonal and personal conflict, and impersonal and personal action: save the 
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personal stuff for where you want the big bang. The most impact. The personal stuff—conflict and 
action—belongs where you want to knock the reader off her chair. 
 
This, by the way, is the basis of the Concept of Rising Action, an integral part of the dramatic structure of 
a work of fiction. Which literary agent and writing guru, Donald Maass, calls: Make it worse, make it 
worse, make it worse. 
 

Rising action 
In the rising action, a series of events build toward the point of greatest interest. The rising 
action of a story is the series of events that begin immediately after the exposition 
(introduction) of the story and builds up to the climax. These events are generally the most 
important parts of the story since the entire plot depends on them to set up the climax and 
ultimately the satisfactory resolution of the story itself. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dramatic_structure 

 
Can you open with kidnapping Indy’s love interest? Sure you can. But you will have to MAKE IT WORSE 
from that point on. If you can, fine. But you also risk making make the story cartoonish if you can’t 
logically up the ante from that point on. 
 
More often, the story derails with an overdose of impersonal conflict and impersonal action 
underscored by barely plausible coincidences (hurricanes, earthquakes, flat tires, banana peels, 
alligators dropping through the transom, bad luck, and the like). That results in a cartoonish, hard-to-
believe, eye-rolling, wall-banging book.  
 
(And by the way, though I’m using a movie as an example here, please note that film/screenplay 
dramatic structure and conflict is often different from literary dramatic structure/conflict. In film you 
don’t get to share in the main characters’ thoughts and emotional responses AS internal conflict, so 
there’s more of a reliance on physical impediments—bombs and hurricanes and fires and such.) 
 
Which brings me to my next point about conflict and action. If conflict works best when it’s personal, 
then action works best when it’s personal. Personal = character: Who and what and why your character 
is who she is. Which means that action works best when it’s tied to and makes sense with the character. 
 
LET ME REPEAT THAT: Action works best when it’s tied to and makes sense with the character. 
 
A car going over a cliff with your character in the driver’s seat is great conflict and action—unless your 
character is Superman, who can fly out the window without creasing his cape. While yes, that is action, 
it’s not an action that is impeding the character or the character’s progress to his goal. It may be action 
that’s used to highlight one of Superman’s abilities, so in that sense it can be part of characterization. 
But it’s not action that is furthering the plot’s conflict (as strongly as something else could). 
 
You—writer—cannot bestow a physical ability (or neato-peachy keen weapon) upon your main 
character in an action/conflict scene just because it solves the action/conflict. If your main character is 
an 18-year old 110-pound mousy waitress in a small-town diner, she will not have the skills to go Kung-
Fu on the armed robber who appears in Chapter 3 solely because you—writer—suddenly need her to 
“solve that problem” or you—writer—decide now’s a good time to toss in some action.  
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In a similar vein, if your character is a ninety-pound weakling dude, he’s not going to suddenly be able to 
vanquish a two-hundred-ninety-pound sumo wrestler in a fight. “Lucky punch” and “just happens to 
stumble over an AK-47” are the same kind of cartoonish coincidences as banana peels. The kind of 
action you throw your character into must make sense to his abilities, locale, background, etc..  
 
The ninety-pound weakling might believably pick up a barstool and whack one bad guy on the head in a 
bar fight. The ninety-pound weakling is not going to reduce an entire Hell’s Angel’s motorcycle gang to 
dust in said same bar fight. Not without violating the book’s required “suspension of disbelief.” 
 
The same is true of your antagonist. Your antagonist is a character the same as your protagonist (a fact 
often overlooked by some writers). Your antagonist has goals and motivations, strengths and limitations. 
Your antagonist is not perfect but “equally as formidable” as your protagonist. So, whether your 
antagonist is slitting the hero’s tires or jabbing the hero’s kidneys, the antagonist’s actions and abilities 
must be within the (logical) realm of the character as you’ve built him.  
 
And just as we in real life “judge a man by his deeds and not his words,” so will readers (and agents and 
editors) judge your characters by their actions. 
 
I love the way science fiction author Philip Palmer (http://www.philippalmer.net/) explains this: 

What's the best way to kill an alien? Do you zap it with energy beams, blast it with bullets, burn 
it with a flame-thrower, drop an anti-matter bomb on it, or challenge it to a mano a mano alien 
duel?... 
 
Shooting an alien with bullets can feel horribly old-fashioned, of course; so maybe what we 
need is a dual-use gun that fires a) exploding bullets and b) bursts of plasma energy.  Such a gun 
would be a fearsome and terrible thing, and it's hard to imagine any organic creature being able 
to survive such an attack. 
 
This means — BAD NEWS! START AGAIN! — that the alien we are fighting will be instantly and 
easily killed.  If there's an entire army of aliens, each with twelve arms and three heads and 
brandishing swords, then a single human warrior can simply hose down the motherfrakkers with 
his dual-use gun and kill tens of thousands of aliens before any of them get near enough to lop 
his (or her) head off. 
 
That, frankly, is a really bad action scene. It's a massacre, a turkey-shoot; and hence, is no fun to 
read about.  Instead of enjoying the kick-ass action, the reader, confronted with his unfair 
massacre, is going to start thinking moral thoughts like: is it right to kill these poor aliens in the 
first place? 
 
So the answer is — give the aliens body armour!  We fire plasma blasts at them, and alternate 
that with explosive bullets; but the plasma and the bullets bounce off the aliens' super-hard 
body armour and they keep on coming with their swords and, er, lop our hero's head off. 
 
Well that was crap too.  The novel is over, and the writer is consigned to the dustbin of history. 
 
So the answer has to be: make the aliens and the humans fairly evenly matched in terms of 
weaponry and defensive capability. Maybe the aliens DON'T have body armour, but they have a 
special Thingummy that allows them to become invisible. So our plucky soldiers are fighting an 
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enemy they can't see. If they see it, they can kill it; but they can't see the frakker! Now that 
works. 
 
And that of course is pretty much the action-scenario of Predator.  

 
 
I hadn’t read that bit of advice from Palmer when I wrote THE DOWN HOME ZOMBIE BLUES back in 
2007. But it’s pretty much how I designed my “zombies,” which aren’t living-dead kind of zombies but 
rather mech-organic alien constructs, towering and fearsome and deadly. But my protagonists—the 
Guardians who hunt the zombies—are also deadly with neato peachy keen weaponry. 
 
I evened out the odds by making the only way you can kill a zombie is by targeting the ‘white heart’ 
under their jaws. I also gave them an unexpected adaptation that my heroine, Commander Jorie 
Mikkalah, hadn’t counted on: (note: some of the terms may trip you up if you don’t read SF—ie: ‘nil’ is an 
alien term for us low-tech savages who populate Earth… Alarsh is the native language of my intergalactic 
military commander, Jorie, and Vekran is another language that’s oddly similar to English…) 
 

Just as she reached him, the green cloud erupted into hard form maybe two maxmeters away, 
about level with the top of the high hedge. Its diameter was small. Bliss luck, she’d done some 
damage, but she hadn’t stopped it. Yet. She fired off three more bursts, then swung around to 
face the nil, bringing her micro-rifle across her chest as she did. “Drop the unit, damn you!” Her 
breath was coming in hard gasps. “That’s a zombie. It’ll kill you!” 
 The man stared down at her. And then Jorie remembered: the entire universe did not 
speak Alarsh. 
 But that was the least of her problems. The zombie had arrived. 
 She swung back as it slithered like molten green liquid out of the hole in the night sky. 
The man behind her uttered something guttural. She could feel his breath against her hair, could 
feel the hard tension of his body against her back.  
 “What in hell is that?” she heard him rasp—in passable Vekran—as the zombie snapped 
into solidification. Its serrated jaws gleamed in the moonlight and its three sunken opticals 
pulsed red, strafing the darkness in all directions. Four clawed appendages, long and 
multijointed, clicked. Energyworms undulated and writhed over its tall, angular body. 
 “Zombie,” she said, her breath still harsh. She shoved her pistols back into the holsters 
and whipped her Hazer micro-rifle forward. “Okay, big boy. Now we play rough.” 
 She fired as it lunged for them, the rifle’s energy almost blinding as it crashed against 
the void substance of the energyworms. She squinted her left eye closed, viewed everything 
through the filtered ocular on her right.  
 The zombie howled, slashing at her with its upper claws. But it stopped advancing. 
 Swinging the rifle down, she strafed its legs with a blast. The grass around it 
immediately blackened. The zombie tottered for a moment. She aimed for its topmost eye but 
missed as it jerked sideways. “Damn!” 
 It lashed out with its lower right arm. She caught the movement almost too late. 
“Down!” she screamed in Vekran. She dropped to her knees, prayed the man behind her 
understood and copied her movement. 
 The zombie’s long arm snaked out, ripping through the roof of the land vehicle, sending 
jagged metal hurtling across the lawn. Damn, this one had extenders. She hadn’t seen that 
mutation in a long time. She’d have to adjust her attack, especially as neither Herryck nor Trenat 
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was there to help create a diversion or watch after the nil.  (from THE DOWN HOME ZOMBIE 
BLUES by Linnea Sinclair, © Bantam Dell 2007, @ Linnea Sinclair, NLA Digital 2014) 

 
Which brings us to two more rules of action and conflict: 

 
1- Your reader reads to pass judgment on the protagonist as to whether or not the protagonist 
DESERVES to win (per writing guru Jack Bickham) 
 
And 
 
2 – For most of the book, the reader must believe the antagonist CAN win 
 
Do you see how that dove-tails right in to: “An urgent and undeniable I/WE MUST prevented from 
materializing by an equally formidable YOU CAN'T?” 
 
Now we’ll open the floor to questions.  
 
PART ONE of your homework is, yes, TO ASK QUESTIONS right HERE in the lesson thread. Do you 
understand the difference between conflict and complication? Are your protagonist’s AND your 
antagonist’s abilities directly and logically tied in to their characterization, or are their encounters fueled 
by cartoonish coincidences? 
 
PART TWO of your homework will be posted in the LESSON THREE HOMEWORK section. Answer Part 
Two THERE. 
 
Part Two of your homework: 
In your current work-in-progress or recently finished manuscript, (A) name your hero’s main/central I 
MUST and then name your VILLAIN’S main/central YOU CANNOT. (B) Then name ONE TRAIT (there are 
probably more than one but pick one good one) your hero LOGICALLY has that will help him win, and 
ONE TRAIT your villain (there are probably more than one but pick one good one) LOGICALLY has that 
will help him win. (C) Then briefly tell how these two conflict with each other. 
 
IE: 
 
THE DOWN HOME ZOMBIE BLUES 
(A) 
Guardian Commander Jorie Mikkalah – SHE MUST kill the C-Prime (main controller) zombie in order to 
stop the zombie herd from decimating Earth 
 
Tresh Commander Davin Prow – HE MUST gain control of Earth (through use of the zombies controlled 
by his people, the Tresh) in order to defeat the Guardians  
 
(B) 
Jorie’s main helpful trait: Her military training and weapons’ expertise against zombies in the past 
 
Prow’s main helpful trait: He has altered the zombies’ programming so that these zombies he controls 
are not the ones the Guardians have fought before 
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( C ) Jorie’s expertise is military force and weapons not technology. Prow’s use of programming takes 
away her advantage. 
 
TRY TO KEEP EACH DESCRIPTION (Must and Trait) TO 25-30 WORDS OR LESS per above. No lengthy 
paragraphs, please. Keep in clean and tight. Hone in.  
 
POST YOUR ANSWERS BY MIDNIGHT TUESDAY. Thank you! 
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